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Introduction
The State Of The Alternative Lending
Market In The UK, US And Europe.

J

ust as Covid settles into the rear view mirror, the global economic
landscape is again being overturned.
So far, the post-pandemic boom has been marred by the outbreak of

war in Europe, rising energy prices, rampant inflation and interest rates lifting
from their historic lows. In this new environment, the alternative lending
sector finds itself once again at a crossroads, with SME lending surging on the
one hand, while consumers shy away from taking on more credit.
For this year’s report, we’re exploring the continuing fallout in the UK of the
Government’s emergency loan schemes, we’re taking a look across Germany,
France and the Nordic lending markets in Europe, and we’re returning to the
US where lenders are enjoying a “shining moment”.
We’re also turning our attention to the impact of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, examining the quick decisions that lenders had to take and exploring
the knock-on impact across Europe. Throughout the report, you’ll also find
examples of the latest developments in open banking and embedded finance
which are fast being adopted by our industry.
As with last year, the sector continues to move at a furious pace. Even as
we go to press, the industry continues to surprise, with a growing number
of acquisitions as challenger banks and alternative lenders look to shore up
their loan books, like Starling Bank snapping up a £500m mortgage book from
Masthaven.
You’ll find exclusive interviews and insights from the leaders at the top of
the alternative and wider lending sector covering these trends and themes.
We also sit down with Alex Allen, the newly appointed UK managing director
of Funding Circle since Lisa Jacobs’ promotion to CEO at the start of 2022, for
an exclusive interview.
Our thanks to Klarna Kosma, Currencycloud, Zendesk and Q2 for supporting
the creation of this Alternative Lending State of the Market Report 2022.
We hope you enjoy.

Oliver Smith

Managing Editor, AltFi
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Section 1: Alternative Lending In Europe

Good Omens

Embedded finance and open lending are driving
alternative lending across Europe.

Source: Alex Vasey on Unsplash

E

merging out of Covid, the omens
looked good for the alternative
lending sector across Europe in
2022. Fintechs had burnished their
reputation in European markets during
the pandemic, offering life support for
thousands of businesses, as incumbent
banks struggled to cope with the vast
Daniel Drummer, CFO, Auxmoney
swathes of SMEs needing urgent funding.
Furthermore, the outlook for the
to day, whether that’s their bookkeeping
EU economy looked set for a strong
software, eCommerce platform, or digital
expansionary phase, aided by an
bank account. SMEs will increasingly
improving labour market and favourable
over time expect and demand this ease
financial conditions.
and speed of access. Embedded finance
Key alternative lending markets
is set to entirely transform how SME
like the UK and France are set to grow
loans are distributed.”
substantially this year while alternative
lenders continue to be a powerhouse
Some Facts And Figures
force in the Baltic countries.
The latest figures from Deloitte’s
While Russia’s invasion of Ukraine may
Alternative Lender Deal Tracker reveal
have dampened that optimism, causing
that in the second half of 2021, there
supply chain disruption, the picture
were 443 alternative lender deals across
still looks largely positive, helped by
Europe, a year-on-year uplift of 79 per
customer fatigue with incumbent banks
cent (these figures include a wide range
and fintechs embracing new technology
of non-bank institutions that lend
like open banking and embedded
directly to corporates at senior secured
finance.
levels of the capital structure).
“We believe that embedded finance is
The bulk of these deals, Deloitte
the future of SME lending across
says, are to fund acquisitions.
Europe,” Colin Goldstein,
Robert Connold, head of
commercial growth
alternative lender debt
director at Iwoca,
advisory at Deloitte,
said.
explains a key
“Data and
challenge facing
technology
alternative
now make it
lenders across
In H2 2021 alternative
possible to
some European
lender deals across
deliver finance
markets.
to SMEs quickly
He said:
Europe increased YoY
and seamlessly
“Spain, similar
by 79 per cent.
within the
to Italy, is a
services and
very competitive
Source: Deloitte
Alternative Lender
platforms they use to
banking market.
Deal Tracker 2022
run their businesses day
There are still quite a

Our robust loan performance also in the
pandemic years has attracted institutional
investors to invest significantly in our loans.

79%

number of commercial banks that are
based in Spain versus the UK, which is
down to three or four high-street lenders
now. It is still a very competitive market.
They are still lending to private equity
or mid-market businesses. That’s the
major constraint. If you can go and get
five times Ebitda leverage from a bank at
a cost of 3.5 per cent why would you go
and get five times leverage at the cost of
6.5 per cent from a non-bank lender?”

Traditional Lenders Still
Dominant In Germany

Europe is a disparate patchwork of
countries, varying in the financial
landscape and cultural customs. In some
markets, incumbent banks hold sway
in alternative lending while in other
markets there is a thirst for pureplay
digital loans.
Germany, for example, might be home
to high-profile fintechs N26 and Raisin,
but according to Martins Sulte, CEO of
Europe’s largest marketplace Mintos,
there is “inherently less need for fintech
solution when it comes to lending
because most of the lending is already
solved by the banks”.
The latest annual figures from
Germany Trade & Investment show
that it’s other fintech sectors which are
attracting investment, with payments
(102 investment rounds), and insurtech
(70 investment rounds), topping
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lending can provide speedy,
bureaucracy-free
financing, which might
be a pull to some
businesses.
Sweden is
Embedded banking
home to over
70 alternative
could capture up to
lenders, with the
26 per cent of SME
likes of Klarna,
Northmill and Lunar
banking revenue
flag-bearers for the
by 2025.
alternative lending
Source: Accenture
scene.
Last year, Klarna teamed
up with embedded finance firm
Liberis to offer merchants revenuebased loans. Like Klarna, Northmill and
Lunar want to become one-stop shops
for financial services. In the Baltics,
meanwhile, alternative lending is on
a tear, aided by progressive financial
policy and a positive investment
environment. Estonia, Lithuania and
Latvia have long been known as fintech
hotbeds, with lending playing a key role.
According to Rolands Mesters, CEO of
open banking provider Nordigen, “the
Baltics have also seen a considerable
increase in alternative lending since
Daniel Drummer, CFO, Auxmoney
2015, with crowdfunding and P2P
lending, in particular, seeing substantial
prefer truly digital loans. Thus, we see
growth.”
high demand from borrowers across the
Figures from TalTech, the Estonian
credit spectrum.”
tech university, show that nearly half of
“As an asset class, digital lending
the Estonian fintech sector income is
has continued to grow in maturity
generated by alternative lending, driven
and confidence. Our robust loan
not only by a slew of new SMEs but also
performance also in the pandemic years
a quick-out-of-the-blocks mentality
has attracted institutional investors
to launching lending services in the
to invest significantly in our loans and
country.
contributed to the successful issuance of
Social Bonds.”

26%

alternative lending (just 20 investment
rounds).
Despite this, the alternative lending
sector in German is set to reach $303.5m
in 2022 and jump to $325m by 2026,
according to industry figures. Daniel
Drummer, CFO of peer-to-peer German
digital lending platform Auxmoney, says
a shift is underway, not only in Germany
but also across Europe.
He said: “We see tremendous
momentum for digital lending in
the market. Covid has sustainably
accelerated digital transformation in the
finance industry in favour of fintechs as
technology leaders. With loyalty to banks
further declining, consumers increasingly

The Nordics And Baltics

As rapid inflation takes hold in some
European markets—with Sweden, for
example, in April experiencing its highest
inflation levels in 30 years—alternative

The Baltics have also seen a considerable
increase in alternative lending since
2015, with crowd funding and P2P
lending, in particular, seeing substantial
growth.
Rolands Mesters, CEO, Nordigen

Criticism Of GovernmentBacked Lending

During Covid, there was resentment from
some fintech leaders in certain markets,
like the UK, that alternative lenders were
not accredited to dole out governmentbacked loans as quickly as incumbent
banks.
In a post-Covid world, Mikkel Velin, coCEO of YouLend, says the governmentbacked SME scheme in Holland, BMKB,
similarly penalises startups.
Velin said: “Despite contributing
large proportions of GDP to countries
across Europe, SMEs have long faced
financial exclusion from traditional
financers. Take a look at the Netherlands
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Rolands Mesters, CEO and Co-founder, Nordigen

I’m far from convinced that facilitating
SMEs taking on even more unaffordable
debt is the right solution.
John Davies, Executive Chairman, Just Cashflow
as an example: the country’s SME credit
guarantee scheme, BMKB, has been
designed to help SMEs bridge credit.
But it relies on outdated and limiting
eligibility criteria — such as requiring the
business to have been established for
over three years.”
In the UK, there has also been
criticism of the government-backed
Recovery Loan Scheme, a debt financing
programme replacing a trio of Covid
business lending programmes.
“I’m far from convinced that
facilitating SMEs taking on even more
unaffordable debt is the right solution,”
said John Davies, executive chairman
of Just Cashflow and chairman of the
Association of Alternative Business
Finance.
“I appreciate we are living in strange
times but normally debt shouldn’t be
used to fund long term losses—it is there

to fund working capital for growth. It is
equity/capital that should cover losses.”

Embedded Finance And
Open Banking Powering
Alternative Lending
Two trends spearheading alternative
lending across Europe, according to
experts, are open banking and embedded
finance. This was underscored by an
analysis from Accenture showing that
embedded banking for SMEs could
capture up to 26 per cent of SME banking
revenue by 2025.
Velin said: “Europe is the next big
step for alternative finance despite
the currently challenging economic
environment for SMEs. Embedded
financing, which has recently seen
tremendous growth in the more mature
UK market, is extending rapidly into

Europe.”
Adoption of open banking, meanwhile,
varies from market to market, due to
regulatory and cultural differences. But
Iwoca’s Goldstein thinks open banking
could be a game-changer.
He said: “Open banking has the
potential to change the face of SME
lending. Incessant form filling can
be replaced by a fast and frictionless
process where businesses can be
approved for finance instantly. But
despite these clear advantages, there
remains some scepticism and frustration
within the SME community. There
should be a concerted effort from
the finance industry, business groups
and government to promote the clear
benefits of Open Banking and build up
trust among small businesses looking to
use it.”
Mesters adds: “Open banking has
also contributed to a more simplified
creditworthiness check, enabling lenders
to connect directly to customer bank
accounts to evaluate risks through
analytics, gain data insights and
accurately determine customer credit
suitability.”
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Section 2: The Impact Of Ukraine

Elephant In The Room
Could Russia’s invasion of Ukraine lead to the
birth of a new wave of fintechs?

Source: Tina Hartung on Unsplash

I

n the days after Russia invaded
Ukraine, alternative lenders were
faced with several pressing questions:
what, if any, financial exposure did
they have to the region? What were the
consequences of having staff in the
region? And would Russian sanctions
impact them?
As lenders grappled with these issues,
other questions raised by the conflict
arose over time, like the economic
impact on lenders of rising oil prices and
a potential global food crisis.
Josh Levy, CEO of alternative lender
Ultimate Finance said: “Whilst the
knock-on effect of further supply chain
disruption and inflationary pressures
feeds into elevated credit risk, both
lender appetite and the supply of finance
appear to have remained strong.”
“That said, the short-term price
shock from Russia’s invasion has had
ripple effects that will leave a lasting
impact on the global lending market
with new credit risks, anticipated
medium-term economic weakness, and
Central Banks around the world looking
to offset inflationary pressures with
higher interest rates which are raising
the cost of capital and will likely cause
a persistent softer environment for
investment and spending decisions.”

The influence of Russian money across
venture capital and alternative lending is
pervasive.
Charles Delingpole, CEO and Founder, ComplyAdvantage
of other fintechs and last year advanced
a credit line of up to €60m to Irish lender
Onate while German lender Creditshelf
increased its loan volume with the bank

from €60m to €120m.
Onate said that its “lending capital
comes from many individuals and
entities” and it expected that the

Lenders with exposure

In April this year, Amsterdam Trade
Bank (ATB), a subsidiary of Russian
financial giant Alfa Bank, Russia’s largest
private bank, went bust after it was hit
by sanctions in response to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.
ATB was known for trade financing and
in recent years had become a lender to
small and medium-sized companies. It
was also a multi-million-pound financer

Volodymyr Zelenskyy, President, Ukraine
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other action to shield investors from the
fallout.
Mintos, Europe’s biggest loan
marketplace, for example, excluded all
loans from Russia and Ukraine from its
main Primary Market. Other fintechs wary
about not being compliant with Russian
sanctions chose to outsource expertise
to reg-tech firms while others suspended
some services while waiting for clarity.
One fintech providing a service
to lenders and other fintechs has
been ComplyAdvantage, which helps
track financial crime. It launched a
live sanctions tracker, an interactive
dashboard displaying the latest
sanctions on Russia following its
invasion of Ukraine. On the dashboard,
ComplyAdvantage has compiled all
new data it has relating to sanctions
designations since the invasion, helping
keep businesses up to date and ensure
they are compliant.
Charles Delingpole, CEO and Founder, ComplyAdvantage

sanctions on ATB would have “no impact
to our lending operations”. Creditshelf
told Finanz-Szene: “We are in close
contact with ATB to discuss further steps.
Creditshelf would like to stop future
cooperation with Amsterdam Trade Bank
beyond the €120m altogether.”
Potentially, Creditshelf faces a
funding gap and might need to find
new refinancing partners, as may other
fintechs funded by the bank.
Charles Delingpole, founder and
CEO of ComplyAdvantage, said: “The
influence of Russian money across
venture capital and alternative lending is
pervasive. Recently sanctioned entitles
such as Amsterdam Trade Bank played an
important role in fintech infrastructure
funnelling significant amounts of cash to
a variety of lending companies who now
have to deal with the frozen funds which
have to be delicately handled and then
replaced. Coming at a time when funding
costs and the broader regulatory burden
for alternative finance is increasing, this
presents a perfect storm for alternative
finance companies where only the
strongest will prosper.”

The Human Impact

Alternative lenders, including Revolut
and MarketFinance, have staff based in
Russia and Ukraine and relocating them

could be a long-standing issue facing
them and other fintechs as the conflict in
Ukraine rumbles on.
Revolut, which is thought to have less
than 50 staff in Ukraine, has evacuated
staff from the country and taken them to
a safer place within Ukraine or another
country. MarketFinance is understood
to have between 15 and 20 software
engineers dotted around Russia and
is sponsoring UK visa applications for
Russian employees if they want to move
to the UK.
Zopa, meanwhile, said it would
sponsor up to 50 working visas for
eligible applicants in the UK, while a
foundation launched by the co-founders
of Bunq, Picnic and MessageBird
launched ‘People for People’ to
coordinate startups offering to help
Ukrainians or Russians affected by war.
For example, it helped hire Ukrainians
with highly skilled visas. If the Ukraine
conflict carries on, then these fintechs
will be closely monitoring the welfare of
their staff in the region.

Monitoring The Situation
As the biggest names in the banking
industry, from Citigroup to Goldman
Sachs, headed for the Russian exit,
marking the fastest exit of a major
industrialised economy, others took

Long-term Economic
Impact
The long-term economic consequences
of the Ukraine conflict on alternative
lenders will become apparent over time,
but potentially could lead to a new wave
of fintechs.
In the UK, the war in Ukraine has
pushed the prices of oil to the highest
level for nearly 14 years and had a knockon impact on fuel costs. The crisis has
also led to a potential food crisis amid
Russia’s blockade of Baltic Sea ports,
which is preventing Ukraine, one of the
world’s biggest exporters of grains and
vegetable oils, from shipping exports out.
As prices go up quickly globally, some
economies like the UK are increasing
interest rates to slow down the rate of
price increases.

New Fintechs Emerge

However, if a recession does indeed
arise then it could spawn a wave of
new fintechs, experts believe. The 2008
recession, when the banks stopped
lending, was the catalyst for many of
today’s fintechs, which believed there was
a way to finance businesses during the
recession.
Today’s alternative lenders will hope to
provide financing for businesses during
a recession, but experts say they won’t
be surprised if a new wave of alternative
lenders also appears to meet the demand.
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MOVING MONEY
SHOULDN’T BE HARD.
WITH CURRENCYCLOUD
BEHIND YOU, YOU CAN STAY
ONE STEP AHEAD.
Going global, embracing embedded
finance, launching digital wallets and
improving efficiency - you can do
them all with speed and ease.

You’re also getting an
exceptional team of experts with
a shared goal: to give you the
confidence to go further, faster.

By partnering with us you’re plugging
into a world-grade platform that has
every aspect of money movement
working seamlessly across the globe.

Banks, Fintechs and
Alternative Lender providers
can make bigger, better, bolder
leaps with Currencycloud.

GET IN TOUCH AND FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP:
EXPERTS@CURRENCYCLOUD.COM
CURRENCYCLOUD.COM
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Speed And Efficiency
Growth Lending enhances the experience of its
SME clients with Currencycloud partnership.

Sponsored by:
Source: Julian Hochgesang on Unsplash

E

stablished in 2013, Growth Lending
is an alternative finance provider,
founded to support UK SMEs and midmarket firms where traditional banks
cannot. The lender prides itself on
its speed and flexibility, as well as an
experienced, but agile team that can
respond quickly to client needs.
While fast and flexible funding
makes up a part of Growth Lending’s
proposition, the firm also has a strong
focus on client experience and is
consistently looking for ways it can
enhance this.

The Challenge

To serve the needs of its growing client
base, Growth Lending was using multiple
banking providers, each with its own
features, functionality, authentication
processes and relationships with Growth
Lending’s account managers.
The lender also had a several-step
manual payment process, which was
introduced to remove errors, but
was ultimately slowing down Growth
Lending’s ability to process client funds
efficiently.
A solution which would simplify and
streamline all these processes would
enable Growth Lending to spend more
time supporting its clients.

Solution

Growth Lending recognised that using
a single provider which would give the
firm access to market-leading FX rates,
multiple currencies and the ability to
seamlessly integrate into their existing
core system would be most beneficial.
Having assessed several providers,
Currencycloud aligned with Growth
Lending’s requirements.

With Currencycloud’s API embedded
into its existing platform, Growth
Lending’s processing speed has
increased, meaning that payment runs
are completed several hours earlier and
clients have rapid access to funds.
Currencycloud’s market-leading FX
rates have also meant Growth Lending’s
clients get more from their overseas

trade too, without having to go through a
separate provider.
As a result of reducing unnecessary
manual processes, Growth Lending is
able to devote more time to supporting
its clients. The additional FX and multicurrency features that Currencycloud
provides will support Growth Lending as
it continues to expand its services.

We have been working with Currencycloud
for six months and even in that short time we
have seen the platform evolve to better suit our
needs. From faster ways to send payments, to
new innovations and regular product updates,
the functionality of Currencycloud’s platform is
enhancing our business all the time – and in turn,
this enhances the experience of our own clients.
Faye McDonough, Portfolio and Business Operations Director, Growth Lending
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Result

Growth Lending has automated its
payments through Currencycloud’s
API, enabling the firm to efficiently
process millions of pounds in
payments every day, with the
ability to instruct cash allocation
every 15 minutes. Growth Lending
can now also offer enhanced
support to SMEs and mid-market
firms trading overseas, by
providing them with access to
competitive FX rates, as well as
multiple currencies.

Speed

Response

All payments to clients are now

With time savings of four hours

made several hours earlier and

per day, Growth Lending can

without the requirement to

spend more time supporting

manually check for errors.

clients.

Ease Of Use

Better FX

Growth Lending can easily

With access to Currencycloud’s

reconcile outgoing payments and

market-leading FX rates,

incoming payments.

Growth Lending can pass on the
savings directly to its clients.

Efficiency
Currencycloud replaced the
functionality of multiple banking
providers and a separate FX
provider, with the ability to instruct
cash allocation every 15 minutes.

Legacy banking
providers were holding
us back from delivering
an exceptional service,
but now the speed of
payment processing,
particularly the ability
to instruct cash
allocation every 15
minutes, enables us
to be more agile
and dynamic in
our response
to client
needs.
Faye McDonough, Portfolio and Business Operations Director, Growth Lending
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AltFi Startup

FORUM 2022
Everything you need to start,
grow and thrive in Fintech.
22 September 2022
13:00-17:00
Free Virtual Event
There has never been a better time to join the ﬁntech industry,
whether as a founder, technologist or investor.
At AltFi’s ﬁrst Startup Forum we’re welcoming the industry’s
leading minds to share their advice and insights on everything
from how to raise your ﬁrst funding round, getting your ﬁrst job in
ﬁntech, and dealing with those early-stage business challenges.
We look forward to seeing you there.

REGISTER NOW
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Section 4: Krea & Klarna Kosma

Harnessing The Power Of
Data In SME Lending
How business lender Krea is using bank
account data to support its loan applications.

Sponsored by:

Source: Julian Hochgesang on Unsplash

x5

K

rea, a specialised marketplace
for SME financing, is constantly
on the lookout for innovative ways to
improve the efficiency of the digital loan
application process. For the Stockholmbased lending solution, accurate
customer data is crucial.
Without it, the platform cannot build
representative customer profiles to help
lenders make fair risk assessments. And
this means small businesses lose out on
competitive lending rates. Enter Klarna
Kosma and its Open Banking solution.

data. By connecting to
(potential) clients’
Krea’s platform via
businesses. But, despite
an API or by placing
this obvious need, many
increase
manual bids on its
companies found it
in proportion of
intuitive interface,
too time-consuming to
loan applications
they gain access to a
provide insights into their
supported by bank
cost-effective, low-risk
transactional data to the
account data.
approach to assessing
Krea platform.
loan applications.
Krea needed a technically
But how could this be
stable and easy-to-use solution
supercharged? Krea’s mission was to
through which business owners could
double-down on its data-orientated
share transactional data. One that
approach by streamlining the process
needed minimum effort but afforded
of collecting customer account
maximum security.
information. Specifically, it wanted
The Data Quest:
to collect transaction-level data from
Kosma’s Open Banking
Supercharge Customer
SME bank accounts so it could provide
Solution
up-to-date insights about their financial
Profiling
position at any given time.
Through its Open Banking connections,
The Krea platform facilitates digital loan
Having this real-time access to
Kosma provides just that – an integrated,
applications across multiple lenders,
transactional information would allow
reliable solution on which to process data
offering an intuitive comparison tool
lenders to build a dynamic assessment of flows between business bank accounts and
to support SME decision-making.
loan applications and analyse business
regulated lenders on an intuitive platform.
It connects the largest network of
performance with pinpoint accuracy.
Using Kosma’s Account Information
lenders in Sweden - exposing SMEs to a
This insight has become even more
Services (AIS), Krea can now gather bank
catalogue of loan offers and a vast range
relevant over the past two years as
data easily using the banks’ PSD2 APIs.
of loan terms to suit their specific needs,
lenders have found it hard to assess
Similarly, where the banks lacked
for free. For lenders, Krea provides direct the full impact
Open Banking capabilities, Kosma made
access to a growing pool of potential
of the Covid
it possible for Krea to gather data by
customers and an invaluable database
pandemic
connecting directly to the customers’
to support sales teams with structured
on their
online banking interface.
By plugging into the power of Kosma,
Krea now uses PSD2-powered data sharing
to reduce manual processes, incentivising
lower average
customers to share their transactional data
interest rates on
with minimal barriers.
loan offers
This resulted in a 5-fold increase in the
proportion of loan applications supported
by bank account data.
• Before the partnership, an average of
2 per cent of all the loan applications
Carsten Leth, Chief Commercial Officer, Krea

4%

Manually uploading
transaction-level data is
cumbersome — preventing
many small businesses from
including it in loan applications
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•
•

included structured Open Banking data
from the clients’ bank accounts.
Within only two months of integrating
Kosma, this figure had jumped to 11 per
cent.
By combining PSD2 and manual banking
data, the share of Krea’s total loan
applications that included banking data
increased to nearly 30 per cent after
switching to Kosma.

Figure 2: Share of requested loan amount approved (UC risk class 1-3)
72%

73%

64%

60%

40%

Happy Customers

Without PSD2 bank account data,
20%
lenders must evaluate companies
based on outdated and inaccurate
credit risk scores and this leads to
over-conservative lending behaviour.
No banking data
Manual banking data
Klarna Kosma Open Banking
Access to up-to-date information from
Klarna’s solution has helped Krea’s
lenders assess companies based on their
current financial situation and improved
confidence in their lending decisions
leading to:
• 4 per cent lower average interest
rates on loan offers for small
businesses that provide account access
• 15 per cent higher approved
amounts on loan offers. After
reviewing 5000 loan applications,
Krea found the average company that
provided banking data (approximately
Carsten Leth, Chief Commercial Officer, Krea
800 companies) received an
increased approved loan
credit scores versus those
of the requested loan amount compared to
amount of SEK 328000,
companies who chose not to
64 per cent, a 9 per cent increase.
compared to SEK
provide PSD2 data.
As illustrated in figure 2, for these
286000 for companies
This is particularly true
companies there seems to be a significant
that did not provide
for small businesses with
benefit of using structured Open Banking
any banking data.
weaker credit scores, he
data compared to a manual upload of
higher approved
• More than 9 per cent
adds. Companies with a UC
banking data or no banking data.
amounts on
higher approved
credit score of 3 and below,
Krea notes Klarna’s commitment to
loan offers
loan amounts for small
for example, had a significantly
enriching customer experiences as a key
businesses with weaker
higher approval rate of 73 per cent
success factor in the deployment of this
technology. The widespread uptake of
PSD2 data shared by Krea’s customers is
Figure 1: Percentage of loan applications where Banking Data was added
extremely encouraging and the impressive
results felt by the SMEs demonstrate how
data democratisation can improve financial
15%
access for business owners.
Klarna

Following the Covid pandemic, it has
become even more important for
lenders to assess companies based on
their most recent cash flows. Klarna’s
Open Banking solution enables us to
help more small businesses get access
to finance at better rates.

15%

Previous provider

The future is bright

Krea continues to embrace Open Banking
to improve data visibility and streamline
digital loan applications. Its partnership
with Kosma represents a united effort to
build a fairer and more accessible lending
landscape.

10%

5%

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

Get in touch with the Klarna Kosma team
today to see how we can supercharge your
Open Banking-powered ambitions.
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Open Banking.
With added Klarna.

+15K

26

200M+

Bank connections.

Active countries.

PIS transactions in Europe.
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High CR

Established UX

Years of Klarna using
Open Banking before PSD2.

Best in class conversion
rates. Klarna itself depends
on a superb conversion rates (CR).
You will benefit from it.

Best in class user experience,
iterated through millions
of transactions.

Why Kosma?
Experience our demo here.
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Supporting
The Economy

Alternative lenders have shown the government how invaluable
they are to SMEs, now they need to prove it to the regulator.
Source: Mathieu Stern on Unsplash

A

lternative lenders and their
borrowers are weaning themselves
off government-backed loan
schemes, which is shaking up the sector.
As economies and the business
landscape returns to a relatively new
normal, albeit with the threat of the
Ukraine crisis and rising cost of living,
many alternative lenders have found
themselves at a crossroads.

Changing Market

The Coronavirus Business Interruption
Loan Scheme (CBILS) and other
emergency lending schemes such as
Bounce Back Loans and the Recovery
Loan Scheme (RLS) have dominated the
lending market over the past two years.
Trade body Innovate Finance
estimates that fintech firms, including
P2P or marketplace platforms and nonbank lenders made up more than 20 per
cent of all CBILS loans, considerably
above their overall market share of loans
for small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs). Simon Cureton, chief executive
of business finance aggregator Funding
Options, warns this has restricted
activity elsewhere and resulted in some
casualties.
However, British Business Bank (BBB)
analysis in its latest Small Business
Finance (SMF) report suggests these
schemes became less utilised during
the first quarter of 2021, coinciding with
CBILS applications closing in March. This
could open the floodgates to demand for
non-government backed products.
“As we begin to wean our economy’s
reliance on government-backed schemes

was happening pre-pandemic amid the
introduction of new P2P regulations
including marketing restrictions and
appropriateness tests.
The proportion of institutional
funding versus retail funding through
P2P business lenders increased from 72
per cent in 2019 to 89 per cent in 2020,
according to the Cambridge Centre for
Alternative Finance. But another cause
of this shift was that only institutional
funding could be used by platforms
such as Funding Circle to take part in
CBILS and RLS. This caused it to close
to retail investors in 2020, a move made

As we begin to wean our economy’s
reliance on government-backed schemes
with the Recovery Loan Scheme deadline
approaching in June, we are already
seeing the anticipated resurgence in the
SME lending market.
Simon Cureton, CEO, Funding Options
with the Recovery Loan Scheme deadline
approaching in June, we are already
seeing the anticipated resurgence in the
SME lending market,” Cureton added.
“In January, Funding Options saw a 58
per cent year-on-year increase in SMEs
seeking finance from our lender panel,
demonstrating the importance of a
buoyant alternative lending market.”

Further Retail Reductions
Simon Cureton, CEO, Funding Options

Retail-backed P2P lending once
dominated the alternative lending
market but institutional funding has
become more prevalent. Some of this

permanent in April 2022.
The world’s oldest P2P lender Zopa
also announced its exit from the market
earlier this year to focus on its banking
brand and RateSetter already left in 2021
after it was acquired by Metro Bank.
These were major players each with
billion-pound loan books backed by
retail investors.
The BBB warned in its SMF report
that it is unclear where alternative
lending levels will return to without the
government guarantees.
It said Covid scheme participation
and tougher Financial Conduct Authority
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There have been growing concerns from
the FCA that some alternative lenders
may not be doing enough to ensure they
are carrying out the adequate checks
or have enough of a robust screening
procedure in place.
James Crellin, Partner, Walker Morris

Colin Goldstein, Commercial
Growth Director, Iwoca
(FCA) marketing restrictions had led
some marketplace lenders to adopt
a range of different approaches and
structures reliant on institutional rather
than retail funding. “How much this will
persist is still unclear,” the BBB added.
The only P2P lender with a loan book
above £1bn now is Assetz Capital, while
research by Innovate Finance’s 36H
Group shows the next largest books are
worth around £200m.
Mike Carter, head of platform lending
for the 36H Group, acknowledged that
ongoing proposals by the FCA to further
restrict P2P marketing to retail investors
are deterring some firms.
But he highlights that lending by
retail-focused P2P platforms was up 40
per cent in 2021 against pre-pandemic
2019 volumes. There have also been
new P2P entrants in recent months such
as Open Banking-orientated consumer
lender Plend and European property
platform EstateGuru.

The New Breed

This has left a space for other types of
alternative finance providers such as
balance sheet lenders as well as those
providing embedded finance, all of which
the BBB claims are growing.
Embedded finance provider YouLend,
which provides funding for users of

Shopify and eBay, highlights analysis
showing that the industry is expected to
grow by 33.8% annually to reach $8.5bn
this year.
Rob Strathoff, of embedded finance
provider Liberis, which provides SME
funding sources through partners such
as Tide and Klarna, says embedded
anything will be the future of this space
as “people love to take out loans or
insurance in their existing ecosystem.”
It is an opportunity identified by
Funding Circle earlier this year as well as
alternative business lender iwoca back in
2017 when it launched its OpenLending
embedded finance platform that lets 27
integrated partners offer its loans.
The lender has seen demand for
its mainstream loans return since
lending £400m through CBILS, but Colin
Goldstein, commercial growth director of
iwoca said the future lies with embedded
finance.
“More than 30 per cent of loan
applications currently come to us
through embedded finance partners, and
we expect this to keep growing,” he said.

Dealmakers And
Regulatory Risks
Alternative lenders also continue to hold
their own when it comes to financing
deals such as buyouts, mergers and
acquisitions
Deloitte’s Deal Tracker, which tracks
the activity of almost 70 alternative debt
funds, found that 2021 was a record year

More than 30 per cent of loan applications
currently come to us through embedded
finance partners, and we expect this to
keep growing.
Colin Goldstein, Commercial Growth Director, iwoca

for transactions. There were 785 private
debt deals, up 89 per cent annually, and
the UK accounted for 35 per cent of the
activity.

James Crellin, Partner, Walker Morris
Robert Connold, head of Alternative
lender debt advisory at Deloitte,
attributed this to private equity houses
playing catch up and a less liquid market
for banks. As borrowers turn increasingly
to alternative lenders, so to is the FCA’s
focus as it introduces a consumer duty
for regulated firms.
James Crellin, a partner in the finance
group at law firm Walker Morris, said
the increased regulatory scrutiny
and requirements may make it more
challenging for alternative lenders to
maintain the faster lending decisions
that they have become known for.
“There have been growing concerns
from the FCA that some alternative
lenders may not be doing enough
to ensure they are carrying out the
adequate checks or have enough of a
robust screening procedure in place,” he
said.
Alternative lenders have shown the
government that they can help support
the economy, now they need to prove it
to the regulator.
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Changing Customer
Expectations
How to meet growing customer
expectations as digital lending diversifies.

Sponsored by:
Source: name_ gravity on Unsplash

S

ome 255 million jobs were lost
globally in 2020 during the pandemic.
Although the jobs market has since
shown signs of bouncing back, economic
instability made worse by the high
cost of living has meant digital lending
products are now seen as a ‘life jacket’
for consumers. And although there’s a
strong need to borrow money, there’s
also a need among consumers to be in
control. They like to have a wider range
of options to monitor their borrowing
and payments, and they also want
the speed of getting in touch with
their providers and getting answers to
their questions across their preferred
channels.
Financial services institutions have
increased their use of technology
innovation to allow individuals and
companies to borrow digitally. This has
advantages for the financial providers
because they now have access to ways
of offering greater flexibility to their
customers by creating new products. And
with P2P lending, marketplace lending,
mobile money and more entering the
fray, there are more opportunities than
ever to engage with customers. But
these all need to be underpinned by the
right approach to customer service to
maximise the potential.

CX — A Growing Area Of
Investment In FS
That’s because customer expectations
are growing all the time. Customers are
holding companies to account across
all sectors, and this isn’t any less true
in financial services. Although 64 per

cent of financial services companies give
themselves high marks for the quality
of their service, what they’re offering is
lagging behind what customers expect.
In fact, in a global study by Zendesk,
54% of consumers report that customer
service feels like an afterthought for
most of the businesses they buy from.
That’s a problem for those looking to
impress customers and keep them
coming back.
In what is now a fiercely competitive
market, the answer to differentiating
oneself as a business is to put customer
experience (CX) at the heart of growth
strategy. Instead of seeing investment
in this area as a cost to the business,
modernising CX should be viewed as the
key to unlocking future potential.
For example, when it comes to
interacting with customers, the
expectation today is that it’s seamless
and omnichannel. Investment in
data collection and sharing, AI and
automation, will facilitate this approach.
This can deliver big benefits, including
efficient customer service, unified
communication, and improved brand
awareness.
Personalisation is another key aspect
of potential CX improvements that is
particularly important in the FS space.
No two people’s situations are the
same and so when a company is seen to
acknowledge this fact with personalised
interactions, they can win customers and
build loyalty. Gathering as much data as
possible about customers and having
full and easy access to the data enables
tailoring experiences to reflect customer
needs. And getting to know customers

No two people’s
situations are the
same and so when a
company is seen to
acknowledge this fact
with personalised
interactions, they can
win customers and
build loyalty.
Andrew Lawson, Senior Vice President,
EMEA, Zendesk
pays off. McKinsey has found that in
some industries, personalised marketing
has slashed acquisition costs by up to
50 per cent, while boosting revenue and
customer satisfaction by as much as 5-10
per cent.

Cut On Wait Time

For borrowing, speed and security
are of the essence. Taking the steps to
ensure customers can get approved
quickly, while making sure they pass
all necessary checks, is a valuable part
of CX. Key to achieving the desired
speed is a combination of a robust app
ecosystem and self-service capabilities.
This could include the use of AI to reduce
bottlenecks and get processes moving at
pace while maintaining accuracy.
Best of breed apps can automate know
your customer (KYC) and anti-money
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Another example is P2P marketplace
LendingClub. Previously, its service
agents used to answer 80 emails in a day.
Now, powered by Zendesk, each agent
can create 220 emails a day because of
the one-click macros and other ways
the company made their work tool more
effective. In a given month, LendingClub
answers over 50,000 emails in what is a
huge vote for tech-led efficiency. Going
a step further, the company is now using
Zendesk Answer Bot to point customers
in the right direction to find solutions
independently.

Deliver On Customer
Expectations

Andrew Lawson, Senior Vice President, EMEA, Zendesk

Businesses should be able to deliver on what
their customers expect and thankfully, the
tools are available to help them do so.
Andrew Lawson, Senior Vice President, EMEA, Zendesk
laundering (AML) processes to proceed
with accepting or rejecting applications
faster. This in turn increases revenue.
And for times when human involvement
is required, staff can access a full view of
the customer journey, along with other
data such as credit history, wallet data,
and product consumption at a glance in
order to offer the best service possible.
Meanwhile, self-service is the key to
both customer acquisition and retention
in the digital world. Many businesses
currently struggle to fully manage
issues without the customer having
to speak with an agent, even for some
straightforward tasks. The answer here
lies in having a full 360-degree view of
the customer with the integration of API
tools where needed to help customers
to help themselves. When customers are
given the ability to find the answers to
their questions on a company help centre
or through a chat bot for example, they
can resolve issues on their own terms.

Yet they can still have their queries
escalated automatically where needed if
a service agent needs to be called upon.

Efficiency At A Glance

Companies in various sections of the
financial services industry are already
transforming their CX processes with
Zendesk. Mortgage lender Homebridge
had tripled in size in the space of six
years but its processes hadn’t scaled at
the same rate. Previously using group
email inboxes in Outlook to manage
queries, Homebridge was finding it
difficult to track mortgage applications.
With Zendesk, the company could have
full visibility of conversations across
phone, email, chat, and also offer selfservice. What’s more, the customer
service team now reaches out to visitors
of the website and asks them to fill in
a simple form. In this way, agents are
garnering valuable sales leads and
helping accelerate the loan process.

Financial services platforms need to be
efficient to maximise profits and reduce
unnecessary red tape. At the same time,
although 74% of financial business
leaders agree that service agents play
a vital role in customer retention, many
agents feel undervalued and burnt out.
Depending on scale, this can be as big
an issue as inefficient systems. The aim
should be to improve customer service
and grow the business by bringing
together disjointed systems and making
processes seamless – both for service
agents and for customers.
A customer-friendly interface can
facilitate front-to-back application
completion and submission. Selfserve pre-approval technology can
render prompt application decisions.
Intelligent software can collect, manage,
and transfer loan information across
all appropriate departments. And
automated systems can provide ongoing
monitoring for potential red flags that
could impede application approval.
These are tools that can not only
help deal with the current load of
customer interactions quicker, but also
make room for growth by putting CX in
proactive mode where it can generate
its own revenue. Yet, fewer than three
in 10 businesses in the sector strongly
agree that they’re adequately investing
in customer engagement initiatives.
The need is growing and customers are
calling for an evolved set of services.
Businesses should be able to deliver
on what their customers expect, and
thankfully the tools are available to help
them do so.
For more information on how Zendesk can
help you transform customer service in your
business, visit www.zendesk.co.uk
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Changing Of The Guard
Funding Circle’s UK managing director Alex Allen is a former army
officer, but his latest mission sees him managing the lender’s exit
from retail-backed P2P lending to an offering beyond business loans.
Source: Horses - Hulki Okan Tabak on Unsplash

I

t has been a year of change for Funding
Circle.
The platform was synonymous with
peer-to-peer lending for more than a
decade. It was the first to open up small
business loans to retail investors in 2010,
building up a loan book worth more than
£4bn.
The platform was the first UK P2P
lender to go public, entering the stock
market in 2018 and played an active part
in the government’s emergency lending
schemes during the pandemic. But there
have been signs of a shift in direction
from the one-time P2P lending giant in
recent years.

Changing Times

Funding Circle’s involvement in the
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme (CBILS)—the first alternative
lender to be accredited by the British
Business Bank to back loans in April
2020—meant it had to close to retail
investors as this support could only be
funded by institutions.
It was also revealed in September 2021
that Funding Circle’s eponymous founder
Samir Desai would step aside as chief
executive and become a non-executive
director. He was replaced by then UK
managing director Lisa Jacobs in January
2022.
Alex Allen, a former officer in the
British Army’s Royal Green Jackets, had
been waiting in the wings as commercial

Alex Allen, Managing Director, Funding Circle
and strategy director since 2018 and
took over from Jacobs as UK managing
director to lead the brand through the
new era.
Despite high profile personnel changes
and the absence of any of the platform’s
founders from the day-to-day running
of the business, Allen today insists the
culture has remained.
“Funding Circle is a mission-led
business, and our culture has always
been one of our most important assets,”
he says. “Our values really come through
when personnel changes happen—while
Samir has transitioned to the board and
Lisa to chief executive, the atmosphere

here hasn’t changed one bit.”
He described it as a privilege to step
up as UK managing director, explaining:
“It helped that I was already very familiar
with the business. So it didn’t take too
long to get up to speed with the many
projects happening around the business.
Some parts of the role, like speaking with
the media, are still quite new to me, but
I’m relishing the challenge.”
“It’s been really pleasing to see the
team continue to deliver our strategic
objectives, whether that’s investing in
our tech to attract and say yes to more
businesses, or developing and rolling out
our new products. It’s an exciting time.”

While Samir has transitioned to the
board and Lisa to chief executive, the
atmosphere here hasn’t changed one bit.
Alex Allen, UK Managing Director, Funding Circle
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The concerns I would
have are around
the rising rate
environment where
banks aren’t pushing
up deposit rates but
where alternative
lenders see their
cost of funding rise
materially.
John Cronin, Analyst, Goodbody

Busy Start

His first few months in the role have been
pretty hectic and there is still plenty in
his inbox.
Funding Circle facilitated £3bn of
lending through CBILS, the thirdlargest lender under the scheme and is
accredited for Recovery Loan Scheme
(RLS) finance, while also re-introducing
its core loan product.
“We are proud of our role in supporting
small businesses during the pandemic,”
Allen says. “Our ability to help so many
businesses over this period has been
driven by a permanent re-wiring of small
businesses’ relationship with the digital
world, accelerated by the pandemic.”
He said fintech lenders benefited from
a shift online during the pandemic, a
trend that he doesn’t think is likely to
reverse. “As more small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) turned online
for their financial needs, they found
an ecosystem of fintech lenders ready
to provide them with simple and swift
access to finance,” he said.
“Once SMEs borrow online, they’re
unlikely to turn back, 60 per cent of our
2021 customers were first-time online
borrowers, with three-quarters telling us
they’ll come back to Funding Circle first
in future.”

End Of The Peer-To-Peer
Show?
Funding Circle’s involvement in the
government-backed scheme has meant

John Cronin, Analyst, Goodbody

it was absent from retail P2P lending for
the previous two years, prompting plenty
of rumours on if and when it would
return.
The platform regularly said it
would review its retail policy once the
emergency schemes ended, but its exit
was confirmed in April 2022. Allen said
closing the retail platform was a tough
decision.
“We carefully considered a number
of options,” he explains. “There was
no single deciding factor, rather
a combination of retail lending
representing only around five per cent of
our loan book, other key players closing
their own retail offerings, a changing
regulatory environment and broader
market dynamics.”
He highlighted the platform’s success
with investors still earning five per cent
annual returns despite the pandemic.
The loan book is now being run down and
investors are receiving their money back
as loans are repaid, but the secondary
market remains closed. Allen said 80 per
cent of investments have already been
returned on average.

Future Funding

Having already gotten used to
institutional support, Allen isn’t
concerned about funding drying up now
that retail funds will disappear.
Funding Circle’s institutional backers
include the British Business Bank, the
European Investment Bank, Waterfall
Asset Management and its own private
UK SME Direct Lending Fund. “For us,
we’ll continue to draw our funding from
the deep, diverse and stable investor
base we’ve built over the last decade,”
Allen said. “This includes a wide range
of institutions and public bodies such
as asset managers, banks and the bond
markets.”
It won’t just be business loans that
these new sources of funding are
backing though as Allen helps move the
provider to what he describes as a multichannel proposition using its decade of
technological experience.
“The majority of our lending this year
will continue to come through our core
small business loan product—where more
than 70 per cent of UK applications are
now receiving instant decisions, many in
as little as nine seconds,” he said.
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We’ll continue to draw our funding from
the deep, diverse and stable investor
base we’ve built over the last decade.
Alex Allen, UK Managing Director, Funding Circle
“For those we can’t help right now,
there’s our marketplace offering, where
we refer businesses to a diverse panel of
lenders. However, we see a future where
we’re able to be a more meaningful part
of small businesses’ lives—supporting
them daily, weekly and monthly as they
borrow, pay and spend.”
This includes FlexiPay, Funding Circle’s
short-term finance buy-now-pay-later
style product for businesses to cover
invoices and supplier payments. The
platform has also launched an embedded
finance solution, meaning partners can
embed Funding Circle natively into their
own websites. “We expect these new
channels to form a significant part of our
lending over the coming years,” Allen
says.
Funding Circle will also continue
using its experience and position in
the alternative lending sector to lobby

signatories to a call in February 2022 for
the government to do more to implement
the findings of the Kalifa Review of
the alternative finance sector, such as
launching more fintech clusters.
“The UK is a leading global fintech hub
and part of this is down to the supportive
political environment we’ve experienced
over the last decade,” Allen says. “As
fintechs, I’m sure we can always point
to more that could be done, but overall
we’ve found government and regulators
willing to take the time to listen to us.”
“You can see the results of this during
the pandemic, where the government
and British Business Bank worked
tirelessly to onboard fintechs onto loan
schemes, giving us the opportunity to
make a significant contribution.”
Analysts are also positive on Funding
Circle’s future. It posted operating profits
of £64.2m for 2021, turning around a

from its UK business, where it reported a
profit of £44.3m compared with a loss of
£7.9m a year before.
“Funding Circle has turned a corner
in terms of profitability in the UK,” John
Cronin, an analyst for Goodbody said. “It
made sense to close its retail platform to
new business as it had shrunk massively
since it was stopped in 2020 to focus on
government loans.”
He does have some concerns for the
wider alternative lending sector though.
“The concerns I would have are around
the rising rate environment where
banks aren’t pushing up deposit rates
but where alternative lenders see their
cost of funding rise materially,” he said.
“That will be a challenge for non-bank
lenders. Alternative lenders are then
disadvantaged relative to mainstream
players. The deposit franchise represents
a significant structural advantage for
banks, particularly given the abundance
of liquidity.”
Funding Circle has already proven
itself during the pandemic and it at least
now has a clear strategy and leadership
for this latest battle.

Welcome to Money Talks, a new podcast and
webinar series from AltFi.
Join us on BrightTALK each month for the live recording and to question our special
guests.
Alternatively, subscribe to Money Talks as a podcast directly on your smartphone.
Episodes coming soon include:
• How Nine Years Of Neobanking Changed The World
• Raising Venture Capital As A Fintech
• Life As A Listed Fintech

Register Now At AltFi.com
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Poised For Growth
Here Q2 shares its four steps for a successful growth story.
Sponsored by:
Source: name_ gravity on Unsplash

H

ere at Q2, we talk to AltFis all day
every day, ranging from start-ups to
more established businesses. We find
some of the most significant challenges
for AltFis/ Fintech organisations often
come when they look to scale their
solution and business.
We believe building and scaling your
product – and, in turn, your business – is
all about focusing on four key elements.
Here we share insights on what makes for
a successful growth story…

Build your initial proof on concept with your
customer in mind. The foundation of success,
now and in the future depends on how
relevant you can be to your customers, at any
given moment.
Ian Nelson, Managing Director in EMEA, Q2

Four Steps To Scaling

1) Focus your proof
of concept on your
customer
We see many
customers build their
solution in iterative
steps; this ensures
that the principle/ core is relevant. For a
scalable solution the best approach is to
build your proof of concept early and on
a technology stack that enables growth.
“Build your initial proof on concept
with your customer in mind. The
foundation of success, now and in the
future, depends on how relevant you
can be to your customers, at any given
moment.”
Ian Nelson
2) Ensure your costs
scale as your business
scales
Create an operating
structure that grows
with you: start
with a lower level of
investment that builds as your business
grows. The best way to achieve growth
is by building a model that matches your
growth trajectory.

Ian Nelson, Managing Director in EMEA, Q2
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“We have worked with many
businesses that match their cost of client
acquisition to their relative investment
gates. This approach lends itself to
maintaining an upward profit trajectory
while scaling at a rapid pace, and our
platform is designed to fully support
that.”
Ian Nelson
3) Maintain an
innovation mindset,
and remember your
USP
Fintechs have changed
the pace of innovation
and reshaped customer expectations
across the financial services ecosystem,
creating better experiences for
consumers, business and FI employees
alike.
“As you scale, and adopt innovative
methods to gain advantage, always keep
your unique proposition and the factors

which set you apart at the heart of your
transformation. Your USP is crucial to
ensuring success when new technologies
are incorporated; we always encourage
this thinking when working with
customers.”
Anna Pifferi
4) Find the right
technology with the
right partner at the
right time
Ultimately you need
the right technology that will scale with
you. Whether you are a start-up or a
large corporation, you may come to
a point when you need a trusted and
reliable technical partner, who can
provide guidance and support as well
as technical expertise, while letting you
focus on core business needs and vision.
This will also afford investor credibility.
Anna Pifferi

A Growth Case Study — Q2
Lending Enabled Knoma To
See:
Leveraging the right relationships
and technology Knoma achieved a
phenomenal level of change which is
propelling their growth story:

Real-time decisioning
in under two minutes
for 90 percent of
applications with
only 10% needing
secondary review

API integrations
that allow for
streamlined,
accurate loan
contracts

Quick growth and
increased business
scale, ultimately
allowing them to
help more students

£2 million worth of
loan applications
processed in its
first year while
attracting nearly 60
education providers

Anna Pifferi, Head of Fintech, Q2

Find out more about Knoma, an education
tech business successfully scaling its
business. Read the full case study here.
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Substantial Growth
Bank collaborations, credit marketplaces and mortgage
market drive US alternative lending.

Source: Jorge Alcala on Unsplash

B

ank collaborations, credit
marketplaces and a buoyant
mortgage market have ensured
the “shining moment” enjoyed by
US alternative lenders during Covid
has continued into 2022. While the
traditional banks still hold the largest
market share for US business lending,
2022 has already witnessed some eyecatching industry highs: March marked
a record month for loan origination
volumes from alternative lenders while
Cross River Bank said it’s now originated
$24bn worth of loans to fintechs, a 10fold increase in seven years. But while
fintechs continue to eke out further
market share, there are potential
bumps in the road. Principally, the US
alternative lending sector is highly

In general, fintech lenders have seen
a dramatic rise in popularity and
application for providing financing options
to small businesses.
Scott Talbott, SVP Government Relations, Electronic Transactions Association
dependent on a US economy which is
facing headwinds from rising interest
rates, soaring inflation, a worsening
labour shortage and fears of a slowdown.
Furthermore, US regulators have
their sights on US fintechs as they
become more prevalent in the national
conversation. Scott Talbott, senior vice
president of government relations at
the Electronic Transactions Association,

the trade association representing the
payments industry, said: “In general,
fintech lenders have seen a dramatic
rise in popularity and application for
providing financing options to small
businesses.”
But he added the “growth opportunity
depends a lot on the economy.
If the economy does well, so do small
businesses, so that is a big driver”.

Mortgage Lending Market

Kathryn Petralia, Co-founder, Kabbage

One area where alternative lenders
are finding success is the US mortgage
market, aided by regulation which
hampers incumbents digitising their
processes. According to Business Insider,
the top five US banks—Wells Fargo,
Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase,
US Bancorp, and Citigroup—only now
account for 21 per cent of total mortgage
origination, which is a big decline from
their 50 per cent combined market share
in 2011. It is fintechs often providing
mortgages at lowers costs with more
relaxed eligibility criteria, powered by
whizzy technology, which are stepping
into this window of opportunity.
Diego Zuluaga, who heads up the
fintech and payments unit at corporate
advisor Fingleton, says fintechs have
also benefited from government-backed
mortgage companies Fanny May and
Freddie Mac buying up a lot of mortgages
originated in the US.
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“The ability to originate mortgages
and not hold them on one’s balance
sheet has really encouraged a lot of nonbank activity,” he said.

of Americans. “Given the rapid growth
of consumer offerings by nonbanks, the
CFPB is now utilising a dormant authority
to hold nonbanks to the same standards
that banks are held to,” CFPB director
Rohit Chopra said.
New fintech rules are also being
discussed by US Congress. Zuluaga
points out that the threat of further
regulation has caused some
“nervousness” in the sector but Talbott
highlights that “many fintechs work
directly with banks and so the regulatory
structure for banks flows to the fintech”.

Credit Marketplaces And
SME Lending
A further bountiful area for fintechs
has been the growth in popularity of
marketplaces, such as those offered
by Credit Karma. Such marketplaces,
showcasing the best rates and terms,
have boasted awareness of fintechs in
consumers’ minds. Zuluaga says they
tend to appeal to younger customers,
who are keen to grab the best prices on
the market.
Alternative lenders are also making
hay lending to SMEs, which make up the
bulk of private-sector business in the US,
who are increasingly turning to fintechs
after being turned down by incumbent
banks.

Prime Partnerships

Talk of collaborations with fintechs is
now the norm in banking boardrooms. A
report from Cornerstone Advisors, called
The State of the Union in Bank-Fintech
Partnerships, found that nearly nine in
10 financial institutions consider fintech
partnerships to be important to their
business, up from 49 per cent in 2019. On
the lending side, increasing loan volumes
and loan productivity are key reasons for
these tie-ups.
A noteworthy example of a bank and
fintech collaboration is that of Cross

In this past March,
we set a new record
for total origination
volume for the sector.
And that record was
set not in a seasonal
period where you are
expecting this record
to be set.
Vadim Verkhoglyad, VP and Head of
Research and Publication, dv01

The Future
Vadim Verkhoglyad, VP and Head
of Research and Publication, dv01
River Bank, a 14-year-old bank that also
powers lending for many top fintechs.
In 2016, Cross River Bank had originated
more than $2.4bn in loans for fintech
firms like Affirm and Upstart but that
number has now grown 10 fold to over
$24bn. Such partnerships are a win-win
for both parties, with the bank free from
customer obligations but getting income
through interest and fees while the
fintech gets a new client.
For Kathryn Petralia, co-founder
of Kabbage, the fintech acquired by
American Express in 2020, the future
of the financial landscape is one where
major banks are “relegated to something
like a utility” working with specialist
fintechs who focus on customer
experience. In the US, banks are also
investing stakes in fintechs but Petralia
doesn’t expect a wave of other banks to
snap up fintechs.
For one reason, she points to the likes
of fintech giants like Stripe, Square,
Chime and Brex becoming too big to
be acquired. “I think these companies
intend to stay and to rush headlong at
the institutions,” she added.

Regulatory Burden

As the alternative lending market
continues to grow, it has attracted the
increasing gaze of regulators. In April
this year, US government agency the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB) said it will look at “potentially
unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or
practices” amid fintechs offering lending
services and other services to millions

Vadim Verkhoglyad, VP and head of
research and publication at dv01,
the data management firm, says the
US alternative lending sector is still
“growing substantially”.
Data from dv01 reveals that March
was a record month for US consumer
loan origination. Verkhoglyad said: “In
this past March, we set a new record for
total origination volume for the sector.
And that record was set not in a seasonal
period where you are expecting this
record to be set. I think this is the fifth
time we have set a new high in the past
12 months or so, so we continue to see
the sector continue its solid growth.”
He attributed the record March
figures partly due to an increase in
consumer spending, which had been
on hold during Covid, as well as some
borrowers borrowing to keep up with
rising inflation levels. He said there had
been some “dialogue” about a recent
uptick in impairment and delinquencies.
But Verkhoglyad said this was part of the
normal credit cycle and had “spooked”
more people outside the sector, than
investors in it, as loan buyers are
continually buying new loans.
More broadly talking about the
alternative lending market, he said
there is a “limiting proliferation because
it’s not the same as credit cards which
have decades of established trust”.
Talbott, meanwhile, says awareness of
alternative lenders grows every day, and
that offering speedy loans is a “very
attractive feature when the market
moves quickly”.
Experts also agree that by
embracing open banking and other
new technologies, the reputation of
alternative lenders can only be enhanced
in the US.
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Thank you
for not
holding
You call the bank, you talk to a real person, they answer
your questions. Done. Easy. Except sometimes it’s not.
Sometimes the phone lines are flooded. Sometimes
you’re 23rd in the queue—because apparently, everyone’s
account was hacked by someone called “M0N3YM4N”.

It happens, and fixing it shouldn’t take up your entire day.
Thankfully, we make software that can help with that.
We’re Zendesk, but you can also call us
Champions of the hold time being zero minutes.

Learn more
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